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Learning Philosophy
At Savivo we take pride in our educational programs and games,
we believe that education is the foundation of the future. We develop 
educational content for children everywhere, from the US in the west, to 
China in the east. 

The key to our success can be found in our learning philosophy. Part of 
what makes our programs so accessible is our dialogue-based approach 
to communication. By explaining the topics and subjects, we get to put 
them into a context and explain not only the “how” but also the “why”.

Where most educational online tools today are text-based exercises with 
linear progression, Savivo offers a different learning environment, where 
kids learn by doing. Children play different thematic missions that allow 
them to discover new subjects at their own pace.



6-12 Years Old
Mingoville is the world’s most comprehensive online English program for kids. 
It is a school edition e-learning platform with fun educational games and 
social interaction between the kids. Mingoville contains hundreds of 
English exercises and games. 

Highlights: 
• 10 different thematic missions
• All lessons are based on spelling, pronunciation, reading, writing and 

listening exercises
•	 More	than	10.000	audio	files	recorded	by	English	&	American	actors
• An interactive dictionary in 32 languages
• Developed by English teachers
• Used by governments and school districts all around the world



4-8 Years Old
Mingoville Preschool helps children to improve their general under-
standing of English. The interactive activities in the program encourage 
children to learn vocabulary under the “Play-and-learn” mode. The 
program includes 7 thematic missions with a focus on vocabulary and 
word recognition. 

Highlights: 

• 7 overall learning missions, each with 12 interactive games 
•	 Hundreds	of	words	and	sentences	presented	by	US	&	British	actors
• Practice pronunciation by listening and recording words
• A growing reward tree illustrates the child’s progression
• Designed for pre-schoolers – easy menu and navigation



6-12 Years Old
Mingoville storytelling is a new and fun way to help kids develop their 
English vocabulary. The app distinguishes itself from competitors by utilising 
the	scientific	“Whole	Language”	approach,	where	the	emphasis	lies	on	
learning to read by writing. After listening to the stories, the children will 
be on a mission to retell and create their own unique stories, that they 
can write, record and illustrate with hundreds of colorful pictures. 

Highlights: 
• Uses storytelling to develop children’s vocabulary
• 10 different stories, each presenting a unique theme 
• 160 descriptive pictures
• Create your own story and record your own voice
• Share stories using email or unique book codes
• Voices presented by American and British actors



4-8 Years Old
Fun Clock is created to teach children how to tell time on an analogue 
watch. This app is not like any other ‘telling time app’. Where most merely 
let your kid practice with some exercises, the Mingoville Fun Clock 
contains storytelling, explaining how the clock works and it includes 
funny animations.

Highlights: 

• Build the broken station clock
• Hours and Quarters
• 1 and 5 minutes intervals
• Great animations and sound effects
• It is ready for your kid with real voice actors in: English, Chinese, 

French, Italian, Spanish, German, Russian, Dutch, Danish, Swedish 
and Norwegian



6-9 Years Old
Mondiso is for students in the 1st to 3rd grade of primary schools.
The math learning takes place in the universe of Mondiso. Its residents 
and their mysterious missions are woven together and make it fun to learn 
math. The program gradually develops children’s skills through play. 

Highlights: 
• More than 200 instructional videos and interactive learning games
• Subjects covered: Addition, Subtraction, Area and Volume, Multiplication 

Measurement, Mirroring, Patterns and Symmetry, Space and Weight
• Assignments formulated written and orally
• Funny animation characters teach the children how to solve the tasks
• Voices presented by US actors



About Savivo
Based in Copenhagen and founded in early 2000s, the mission and vision 
of Savivo is to bring back the magic in learning. As an award-winning 
education e-games and apps developer, the company has the winning 
formula to create fun, innovative and savvy games for kids. Savivo’s best-
sellers include Mingoville English, Mondiso Math and Fun Clock. 

Contact us:
Email: info@savivo.com 
Tel: +45 3333 8111
Address:	Savivo	A/S,	Lersoe	Park	Alle	107,	1
Copenhagen, 2100, Denmark

Get your free trial today at: 
www.savivo.com 

Find our free apps at:


